
 
Progress on Yearplan 

- The MUSC maintenance coordinator has let us know that there are some delays 
in the extension cord project. He has asked us to contact him by the beginning of 
March. Depending on what he says, hopefully, we should have the extension 
cord running by March.  

- We have been hosting our Arts & Science SRA Outreach Hours every 
Wednesdays from 10:30 to 11:30 am in LRW 3038. Our office hours have been 
quite successful, with plenty of student engagement 

- We are working on our proposal plan to bring improvements to the Artsci space 
with the guidance of our faculty director, Dr. Marquis. Our initial meeting with Dr. 
Marquis was a success.  

- We have been using our Instagram page to promote McMaster events. Our SRA 
Observer, Arthy Pansanathan, has been increasing community engagement 
through our social media platforms  

- We have increased our social media following. Looking forward to increasing that 
number in the next two months!  

 
Past Events, Projects, & Activities  

- Elected our SRA Observer 
- Started SRA outreach office hours 

 
Upcoming Events, Projects, & Activities  

- The SRA Observer and I will be contacting Mills services to continue working on 
silent study space project. We are also working on this project in collaboration 
with the SRA Health Science caucus.  

- We will be sending out an email using the Artsci SRA email to all Artsci students 
with a feedback form for them to fill out by the end of this month. This is to 
increase our student engagement, as well as better gauge their needs and 
interests.  

 
Outreach & Promotions 

- Used the Artsci Instagram page to post about events and services happening on 
campus 

- We have been using our Instagram page to post more engaging content (reels) 
to increase student engagement 

 
Successes 

. 
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- Listed above!  
 

Current Challenges 
- Our MUSC extension cord project has proven some difficulty in getting kick-

started. Hopefully, we will have the project running by March.  
 
 
Best, 
 
Priya John 
SRA Arts and Science Caucus Leader 
McMaster Students Union 
sraartsci@msu.mcmaster.ca 
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